
PIE CORBETT SHARED WRITING ACTIVITIES

Pie Corbett â€“ Encourage Good Literacy Habits With These Shared Writing Activities. On the road to becoming a better
writer, the teacher is a.

However, when it comes to shared writing a process where the teacher models writing, informed by student
contributions , I certainly know where I stand. The students spend a whole lesson crafting a beautiful plan and
then leave it in their trays and never refer to it when they actually come to do independent writing. Initially,
demonstrate how to develop composition by using well-chosen words and imagery as well using conjunctions
to add new ideas, describe details and explain or extend information. Gradually, the shift will move from
simple punctuation to reminders about using commas or handling semi-colons in a detailed list. Have a focus
Focus your shared writing session on a particular aspect or aspects of writing. Remind the children of the key
features they need to use in order to ensure progress. For example, if my focus is using fronted adverbials, I
will model this explicitly in my first few sentences. It was torture â€” for me, the kids and, I daresay, my
mentor. Then, when I think the children have got the idea, I will write a sentence with a blank space at the
beginning and ask children for contributions. They find they can hold an internal dialogue with themselves
about the choices available and consider how effective a particular word or phrase will be, or how well their
writing rereads. I now set myself a maximum of 20 minutes in upper key stage 2 , 15 minutes in lower KS2
and 10 minutes in KS1. It is saying difficult things aloud that helps us all, in the end, to be able to say them
silently in our heads. Teachers who do not do shared writing are not teaching writing. Then run through other
possibilities, e. Shared writing is important. These may be aspects of composition eg using a short sentence for
impact or handling speech marks or a more general aspect of writing behaviour eg using a plan to develop
plot. Keep the transition swift so the atmosphere is not lost. The teacher is writing down what is said on a flip
chart, taking over the transcription, but also reminding, prompting and challenging so that the writing remains
focused on the progress points. The more focused it is, the more effective it will be. In key stage 2, the focus
increasingly becomes composition and impact as technical accuracy should be secure. Any new or difficult
aspect should be demonstrated and explained clearly as you compose in front of the children. To write this
really effectively, what did we have to do? The model and toolkit is revisited. Encourage ideas To promote
discussion, seat children in mixed attainment pairs and take regular breaks for them to talk to their partners
and generate ideas. We read back to help us write on. So, here are some of the fundamentals of effective
shared writing. Children should be able to refer to the draft when creating their own.


